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IA1 - What is glaciation? 
 

• Glacier – a frozen river (flows more slowly and begin high up in the mountains where 
snow collects in hollows on the mountainside and compacts to form ice, glaciers begin 
to flow downhill due to weight of the compacted ice and gravity). It can take a layer of 
10m thick snow to make 1 m thick ice. 

• Glacial period (Ice Age) – period of time when ice sheets are found (cooler times) on 
continents  

• Interglacial period – warmer times where the ice retreats 
• Ice sheets – huge mass of ice that covers a vast area of land 
• 2 largest ice sheets are Greenland and Antarctica and contain 96% of the Earths ice 
• Last ice age was 110 000 years ago 
• 10 000 years ago the Earth warmed up 
• During ice ages water levels were lower (up to 120m lower), because was is locked up in 

ice, the water drained away from shallow parts of the ocean floor and they became 
land (land bridges). 

• 20 000 years ago there was nobody in the British Isles (humans had occupied it earlier 
– 40 000 years ago). As the ice grew it got too cold and people left, human reoccupied 
the British Isles 12 000 years ago. When the ice age ended the water levels rose 
again, cutting the British Isles off from the rest of Europe. (8100 years ago) 
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Task 1: 
Define the following terms: 

Glacial period___________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

Glacier________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

Inter-glacial____________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

Ice Sheet_____________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 
Task 2: 
How long ago was the last ice age? 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Task 3: 
Why did no one live in Britain 20,000 years ago? 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 
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IA1 - What are the natural causes of climate change? 
 

• Orbital Changes – Milankovitch Cycles – 3 distinct cycles 
o Eccentricity – path of the earth as it orbits the sun from circular to mildly 

elliptical every 100 000 years for 1 cycle, changes the distance between Earth 
and the Sun. As Earth orbits closer it become warmer 

o Axial tilt – Earth spins on its axis, causing night and day, currently tilted at 
23.5o. However over 41000 years the tilt moves back and forth between 2 
extremes – 21.5o and 24.5o. When the angle tilt increases it can exaggerate the 
climate so summers get warmer and winters get colder 

o Precession – describes the natural wobble rather like a spinning top, complete 
wobble takes 26000 years, accounts for certain regions of the world such as 
northern Norway experiencing v long days and v long nights at certain times of 
the year 

• Sunspots - are magnetic storms on the earth‛s surface. They look dark and are only 
visible through special telescopes. Sunspots emit more radiation towards the Earth. 
During the Little Ice Age there were fewer sunspots than usual. During the Medieval 
Warm Period there were more sunspots than usual 

• Volcanic eruptions - such as Tambora in 1815 emitted large amounts of dust, gas and 
ash. This can blanket the earth, blocking out the sun light. Summer 1815 was known as 
the year without summer! 

• Albedo - During a glacial period the ice reflects solar radiation back out to space, this 
cools the Earth even further. In an interglacial period (when the Earth is warm), the 
darker surfaces such as the land and ocean absorb the radiation from the sun, 
warming the Earth. 

• Tectonic Activity - When plates (the Earth‛s crust) pulls apart, over millions of Years 
new oceans can form (such as between South America and Africa). The East African 
Rift Valley is slowly moving apart. Eventually a new ocean will form in East Africa. This 
can change ocean currents and eventually leads to climate in some areas changing. 
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Task 1: 
Identify 3 causes of natural climate change: 

1. ________________________________________________________________ 

2. ________________________________________________________________ 

3. ________________________________________________________________ 

 
Task 2: 
Explain 3 natural causes of climate change. 

1. ________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

2. ________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

3. ________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 
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IA1 - What are the human causes of climate change? 
 

• Greenhouse effect – without the greenhouse effect Earth would be approx. 33oC 
cooler, the sun‛s infrared heat rays enter the Earth‛s atmosphere, the heat is 
reflected from the Earth‛s surface, the natural layer of greenhouse gases allows some 
heat to be reflected out of the Earth‛s atmosphere, but some of the Sun‛s infrared 
heat is trapped which keeps the Earth warm 

• Enhanced Greenhouse effect - human activity increased the layer of greenhouse 
gases (industry, agriculture, transport, heating and deforestation). Less heat escapes 
from the Earth and more is trapped by thicker layer of greenhouse gases which means 
the Earth warms up 
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Task 1: 
Draw a diagram to show the enhanced greenhouse effect. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Task 2: 
To what extent do you agree with the following statement: Climate change is a man-made 
phenomenon? 
 
_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 
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IA2 - What are the processes of glaciation? 
 

• Individual snowflakes stick together to form larger granules called a firn, firn‛s are 
compressed to form solid glacial ice 

• Accumulation zone – more snow is added each winter to the glacier and turns to ice 
• Ablation zone – every spring and summer the surface of the glacier melts and ice is 

lost through evaporation 
• Glacial budget – the difference between the accumulation and ablation of ice each 

year 
• Advance – if there is more accumulation than ablation, the glacier moves down the 

valley 
• Retreat – if ablation is greater than accumulation, the snout of the glacier retreats 

backwards 
• Erosion – the wearing away of the land (rock, stones and soils) by rivers, waves, wind or 

glaciers 
• Plucking – the ice freezes around rocks and stones under the glacier. Then it tugs or 

plucks them out 
• Abrasion – the plucked rocks and stones scrape bits off the glacier bed as they are 

carried along, rocks stuck at the bottom of the ice act like sand paper – grinding over 
bedrock – this can leave scratches known as striations. 

• Weathering – the breaking down of rock 
• Freeze-thaw weathering – water under the glacier freezes in cracks in the rock. As it 

freezes it expands, so the cracks get bigger. Then the ice thaws. The cracks fill with 
water. It freezes again and the process repeats until the rock breaks up 
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Task 1: 
Describe how freeze-thaw weathering breaks down rock. 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 
Task 2: 
Describe how plucking and abrasion erodes the bed rock. 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 
Task 3: 
Explain why some glaciers advance. 
_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 
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IA3 - What landforms are created by erosion? 
Corrie: 

• Begins as a sheltered hollow, where snow builds up year after year 
• The snow compacts to ice. When the ice is thick enough, it starts to flow. Now it‛s a 

glacier! First it flows within the hollow. 
• Through plucking and abrasion, the hollow grows deeper and the walls steeper. Freeze-

thaw weathering helps. 
• Eventually the glacier is big enough to flow over the edge of the corrie. It‛s off on its 

journey down the mountain 
• Later, when the glacier melts, the corrie is revealed. It may have a lake in it. These 

corrie lakes are often called tarns 
 
Arêtes: 

• Is a narrow ridge that‛s formed when 2 corries cut back towards each other. The back 
wall of each corrie is worn away by freeze-thaw weathering and plucking – leaving a 
sharp ridge between them. 

 
Hanging Valley: 

• Tributary valleys once contained a smaller glacier that fed into the main glacier below 
it. When all the ice melted, the tributary valley was left high above the heavily eroded 
main valley floor – just hanging. Rivers or streams often flow through these hanging 
vcalleys. Wheny they reach the end of the hanging valley, they tumble down the main 
valley side as a waterfall. 

 
Pyramidal Peak: 

• Formed when 3 or more corries cut back towards each other at the top of a mountain – 
forming a pyramid shape. 

 
U-shaped Valley: 

• Glaciers bulldozes its way down the valley, it widens and deepens it, through abrasion 
and plucking. The valley becomes U-shaped. When the glacier melts, a river may flow 
again. Now it‛s in a wide valley it did not erode. It‛s called a misfit river. 

 
Ribbon lakes: 

• In U shaped valleys, long narrow lakes fill the valley floor, these are called ribbon 
lakes. Glaciers scrape along the valley, reaching a place of soft rock it digs it out more 
deeply, making a trough. When glaciers melts, the trough fills up with water. 

 
Truncated Spur: 

• When the glacier eroded the old river valley, it wore awat the original interlocking 
spurs leaving truncated spurs behind (truncated means cut short or broken off) 
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Task 1: 
Identify the feature created by erosion on the diagram below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Task 2: 
Explain the formation of a Corrie. 
_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 
Task 3: 
Explain the formation of a Hanging Valley. 
_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 
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IA3 - What landforms are created by erosion? 
Corries: 
 

 
 

 

 

Corries are landforms that are formed through glaciation. Firstly, snow accumulates in a 
hollow on a north facing mountain side (has the least sunshine throughout the day so is less 
likely to melt), it compresses and compacts and turns into glacial ice.  The glacier sticks to 
the sides of the valley and, as it moves, pulls away large chunks of rock in a process known as 
plucking. During the colder months, water gets into cracks in the rocks and freezes. When 
the temperature rises and the rock thaws, the expansion of the ice breaks the rock apart - 
this is freeze-thaw weathering. These pieces of shattered rock fall to the bottom of the 
valley and underneath the glacier. As the glacier advances and retreats, the debris is carried 
and scrapes along the bottom of the valley, eroding the rock underneath. These three glacial 
processes remove and erode the rocks in the surrounding landscape. This abrasion, over time, 
scours out a basin shape on the mountain with the plucked rocks at its base through a 
movement called rotational slip whereby the deepest erosion takes place where the heaviest 
ice is and scours it away as it moves in a circular motion downhill under the force of gravity. 
This leaves behind a corrie - a deep armchair shaped hollow with a steep backwall. It may fill 
with water or glacial meltwater once the glacier has retreated to form a feature known as a 
tarn 

 

 

 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjcpPy7mJXnAhUAAmMBHfQrD7kQjRx6BAgBEAQ&url=https://quizlet.com/132493119/geography-callumgibb-flash-cards/&psig=AOvVaw3gz5AkslX_SvP8-TR1J9wJ&ust=1579713216732279
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Task 1: 

Draw a diagram of a corrie during and after an ice age 

During: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After: 

Task 2: 

Explain the formation of a corrie: 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 
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IA4 - What landforms are created because of deposition? 
 

Lateral Moraine: 
• Found along both edges of a glacier, and is made up weathered rock fragments from 

the valley side above it. They are lines of rubble along the edges of the glacier. When 
the ice melts, the lateral moraines will form ridges down the middle of the valley. 

 
Medial Moraine: 

• Found in the middle of the glacier, caused by 2 lateral moraines joining together. 
When the ice melts, the medial moraine will form a ridge down the middle of the 
valley. 

 
Terminal Moraine: 

• Forms when material is deposited at the very end of a glacier. It‛s a ridge of 
deposited material that runs across the glacial snout. 

 
Ground Moraine: 

• Thin layer of material left under the glacier on the valley floor as the ice melts, 
 
Drumlins: 

• Glaciers shape the moraines on the valley floor into small hills. These can be up to 
50m‛s high and 1000 m‛s long. Drumlins have one steep or blunt side and one gently 
sloping side. They are often found in groups or swarms on the valley floor. This is 
called a ‘basket of eggs‛, topography or landscape 

 
Erratic: 

• Glaciers can carry huge rocks, when it melts the rocks drop. They are often a long way 
from where they started – and look very different to the rocks around – out of place 
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Task 1: 
Which type of moraine is found: 

1. Along the edges of a glaciers route ______________________________________ 

2. All along the glaciers route ____________________________________________ 

 
Task 2: 
Why are large boulders deposited by glaciers called erratic‛s? 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 
Task 3: 
Explain the formation of a terminal moraine. 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 
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IA3 & IA4 - How can you recognise glacial features on an OS map? 
 
U-shaped valley: 

1. The sides of the valley are steep, so the contour lines are close together. But the 
bottom of the valley is quite flat, so the contour lines are far apart. There may be a 
ribbon lake here or a misfit river. 

 
Corrie: 

2. A corrie us rounded, so the contour lines are curved, a bit like a horseshoe. Its sides 
are steep so the contour lines are close together. It may have a lake in it which may be 
labelled tarn. 

 
Arete: 

3. 3 narrow ridges radiating out. They have steeply sloping sides which are show by the 
black cliff symbol. 

 
Pyramidal Peak: 

4. Where 3 or more corries meet. 
 
Truncated Spur: 

5. Contours lines change from a semi-circle to straighter ones. This shows an old 
interlocking spur that has been truncated. 
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Tasks: 

1. Find the summit of Cadair Idris in grid square 7113. (It‛s marked by a triangulation 
pillar). What is its height in metres? 

2. What is the height of the road that runs alongside Tal-y-llyn Lake at grid reference 
719106? 

3. Match the following glaciated landforms with the grid references 
 
Corrie        720100 
ribbon lake       727108 
carrie lake / tarn      710118 
truncated spur      715124 
pyramidal peak      733110 
glacial trough      709121 
arête        710125 
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IA5 - How do people use glaciated landscapes? 
 
Tourism: 

• Glaciers left stunning scenery in the Lake District. This attracts 16 million visitors 
annually who spend £1billion. 

 
Climbing: 

• Many people climb Mt Everest, Himalayas (highest mountain), which sits on the 
boarder of Nepal and China (Pyramidal Peak). 

 
Water Source: 

• People depend on glaciers for survival e.g. Pakistan. The great River Indus runs 
through Pakistan. Up to ½ of its water is meltwater from glaciers in the Himalayas. 
Farmers use the river to water crops. Several other river systems also are partly fed 
by glaciers: Ganges, India; Yangtze, China. Millions depend on their water for their 
survival 

 
 

Why are glaciers important? 
 
Antarctica: 

• 90% Earth‛s ice is in Antarctica. The land below the ice sheet is rich in minerals. In 
the future people may mine the area. Nobody owns Antarctica but 7 countries claim a 
slice of it: UK, France, Norway, New Zealand, Australia, Chile and Argentina. One day 
these claims may cause conflict. At the moment, the Antarctic Treaty protects 
Antarctica as a place of peace and scientific research. 

 
Future: 

• Glaciers are made of ice, as the Earth warms (global warming) it appears that the ice 
is getting thinner. As ice melt sea levels will rise (thermal expansion and increased 
volume) and flood coastal places, affecting millions of people. 

• Mountain glaciers are shrinking too. Reducing the reliability of spring meltwater that 
millions depend on. 
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Task 1: 
Identify 2 ways that people use glaciated landscapes: 

1. ________________________________________________________________ 

2. ________________________________________________________________ 

 
Task 2: 
Explain why millions of people rely on glaciers for their survival. 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 
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IA5 - How do people use the Himalayas? 
 
Tourism Mt Everest: 

• Nepal is a poor country – tourism is vital for the economy 
• The country has a rich culture and religious tradition 
• Best paying and longest staying tourists come to climb Mt Everest 
• Climbing is expensive – 7 climber‛s costs £50 000 (paid to the government) 
• Tourists provide income for local people. 10 000s people are employed as trekkers and 

mountaineers – a Sherpa who gets to the summit can make at least £1600 for 60 days‛ work – 
enough to support whole village 

• Tourism is destroying the environment – Everest is described as the highest rubbish dump in 
the world (discarded equipment, general rubbish) 

• Providing precious electricity and water for local people becomes very difficult when there are 
10,000s of tourists and climbers demanding access to the same resources 

• The mountain is now very crowded – calls to restrict the number of tourists visiting 
• 50 tonnes of trash left in last 60 years (waste does not biodegrade due to low temps) 
• Pay $4000 deposit – refunded when you bring back trash 
• Every climber has to bring back 8kg of waste with them to reduce the impacts 

 
Mining: 

• Despite having mineral reserves mining and quarrying aren‛t big industries in Nepal, they only 
account for 0.5% of the GDP 

• The government realise extracting these minerals will help their country to develop so they 
are building up small scale mining to locate best reserves 

 
Farming and forestry: 

• Coniferous trees cover northern slops – most sawmills are located on the valley floor near to 
rivers, timber that can‛t be used for construction are turned into pulp and paper 

• Government are setting up projects to encourage the production of cash crops like tea, 
mangoes and ginger 

• Increasing amount of land used for farming has led to major deforestation, leading to soil 
erosion and flooding – threatening livelihoods of farmers, 76% of Nepalese are farmers 
making up 35% of GDP, most exports go to neighbouring India 

• Soils are thin for crops are grown on terraces, farmers grow rice and vegetable and also keep 
cattle, goats and poultry 

 
Hydroelectric: 

• HEP is clean and renewable and Nepal has the potential to generate a huge amount of it 
• But only 30% of rural Nepalese have electricity (90% in urban areas) 
• Exploiting this potential and generating enough electricity to eventually export it to India are 

seen as important ways of helping Nepal to develop 
• Nepal is ideal for HEP because there is heavy rainfall over the high mountains, snow and 

glaciers provide meltwater and the mountains have steep sided valleys 
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Task 1: 
Identify 2 ways that people use glaciated landscapes: 

3. ________________________________________________________________ 

4. ________________________________________________________________ 

 
Task 2: 
Explain how people use glaciated landscapes. 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 
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IA6 - What are the impacts of tourism? Alps 
 

• Alpine tourists put money into the local economy by spending in resort shops, ski schools, hotels and 
restaurants. 

• Conflicts can arise between different groups of people. For example some people come to the Alps for 
the peace and quiet of the mountains, while others come for active sport like skiing in winter and 
mountain biking in summer – and partying all night. Conservationists can see the damage that tourism is 
doing 

• Tourism provides jobs and demands for services that doesn‛t stop when the snow melts. Including 
skilled people like engineers to keep equipment like ski lifts working. 

• Mountain climbers often leave rubbish behind such as tents, hiking equipment etc 
• Noise from machinery like ski lifts scares wild animals and disturbs the peace 
• Before tourism arrived the lower slopes of the Alps were a farming area that provided few jobs. Now a 

thriving economy exists 
• Forests are cleared to make room for more tourist accommodation or ski slopes and this can lead to soil 

erosion and changes in the water cycle 
• Large amounts of water and energy are needed to keep the Alpine resort running and for making 

artificial snow. 
• The Olympic Bobsleigh run in La Plagne uses millions of gallons of water to maintain its icy surface 
• Alpine vegetation is destroyed by the building of access roads and other infrastructure 
• Skiing over the snow can damage the fragile vegetation underneath and leave bare earth in the summer 
• The traditional way of life in the mountains has changed, and there has been a decline in local crafts 

and skills as a result of tourism. 
• Many local young people now stay in their villages when they leave education rather than migrating to 

urban areas. 
• Increase in vehicles such as transfer coaches from airports, leads to more air pollution. This pollution 

often becomes trapped in the Alpine valleys, which affects the villages – and is thought to be the main 
cause of damage to trees 

• In summer, outdoor enthusiasts like walkers, sightseers and nature lovers ensure that the demand for 
services continues. 

• Deforestation occurs to clear space for ski runs ad hotels 
 

How can we manage the impacts of tourism? 
 

• New buildings can be made of natural materials like wood and built in traditional styles 
• Underground parking, to reduce traffic, means that you can ski all the way to your apartment or hotel 

and the village has a clean, pollution free atmosphere 
• Belle Plagne is above the tree line (height where most trees grow), so no trees have to be cut down to 

meet the demands of tourism e.g. ski runs 
• Avalanche fences have been built on the hillside above the village – to stop any avalanche caused 

naturally or by the activities of tourists, from threatening lives and buildings 
• La Pangne is part of the Vanoise National part, which is promoting conservation 
• Free p[public transport to minimise the use of cars by visitors 
• Encourages local farming to maintain a traditional way of life alongside tourism 
• Provides education about the glacier and the environment 
• Has links with nearby Italy and Switzerland to manage the international flow of traffic through the 

valley 
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Task 1: 
Using a named location, explain the impacts of tourism in glaciated landscapes. 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 
Task 2: 
Explain how the impacts of tourism in a glaciated landscape can be managed. 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 
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IA7 & IA8 - What are Avalanches? 
 

• Rapid flow of snow down slope. It can be set off by natural events or human activities. 
• Natural causes – when a lot of fresh snow falls on top of frozen snow, and the top layers are 

softer than the lower layers, they begin to slip. A block of snow will break off and start 
flowing downhill – pushing more and more snow in front of it. 

• Human causes -if people are skiing off-piste or walking or climbing across a snow-covered 
slope, they can cause the top layer of snow to start moving – and so set off an avalanche. 

• Snowfall – Avalanches usually happen within 24 hours of heavy snow. The risk of greater with 
over 30 cm of snowfall 

• Temperature – a large rise in temperature can weaken the upper layers of snow and cause an 
avalanche 

• Wind direction – wind blows snow up the windward side of a mountain and drops it on the 
leeward side. This can cause an uneven build-up of snow on the leeward side, which is more 
likely to avalanche 

• Steepness – most avalanches occur on slopes with an angle between 30o and 50o 
• Type of slope – Avalanches are more likely to occur on convex rather than concave slopes 

 
How can you manage Avalanches? 

• The areas in which avalanches occur may also be used for human activities, such as skiing. 
Villages and towns are also often located in the valleys. It is important for the people, 
economy, and the environment that avalanches are managed. 

• Prediction - People try to predict when avalanches are going to occur. The Alps has an 
'avalanche season' between January and March when most avalanches happen. Where 
avalanches are going to occur is hard to predict. Historical data, weather information and 
information about the actual snow on the mountainside is collected together to try and 
forecast the likelihood of an avalanche. 

• Explosions - Avalanches can be started deliberately in order to prevent the snow building up. 
This is one of the most important ways of preventing avalanches. 

• Communication - Signs of the risk of avalanches can be displayed in villages and also by the 
ski lifts. In the Alps the risk is assessed on a five-point scale. Areas can be sealed off which 
are considered too dangerous to ski on. Early warning systems are also used. 

• Land-use zoning - Land can be grouped into red, yellow and green areas. The red areas are 
considered too dangerous to be built on. The orange areas can be built on with restrictions, 
such as reinforcing buildings. Roads and railways can be protected by tunnels over them in the 
areas where an avalanche path is likely to travel. 

• Snow fences and barriers - These can be used to divert and break up the path of the 
avalanche. 

• Reforestation - Trees can be planted, increasing stability of the slope and helping to reduce 
the damage further down the valley. 
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Task 1: 
What is an avalanche? 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 
Task 2: 
Explain the causes of avalanches. 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 
Task 3: 
Explain how the impacts of avalanches can be managed. 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 
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IA7 - What are the impacts of Avalanches? 
 
Immediate impacts: 

• Death (immediate or buried and suffocated) 
• If they survive, they‛ll almost certain be seriously injured and have broken bones 
• Buildings in the path of the avalanche will be flattened or buried 
• Roads are often blocked, which slows rescue efforts 

 
Long-term impacts: 

• The number of tourists can fall, due to fear and the loss of facilities 
• Restaurants and hotels might be destroyed or have to close 
• Local businesses, such as shops, ski hire and tour guides will lose money 
• If businesses are forced to close, this can lead to long-term unemployment 

 
• 90 per cent of people who die in avalanches trigger them themselves. 
• People usually die from a lack of oxygen when buried in snow, rather than from 

getting too cold. 
 
 

What is an example of Avalanches? 
 
Case study: Galtür Austria: 

• Galtür is a popular ski resort in Austria. Avalanches happen most years, but don‛t 
usually reach the village of Galtür. On 23 February 1999 an avalanche raced down the 
mountain. 

• It travelled at 200 miles per hour, taking 50 seconds to reach the village. 31 people 
died, 26 were tourists and 5 were locals. Rescuers saved 26 people in the following 24 
hours. 

• People in Galtür were stranded as roads were blocked. 16 buildings were destroyed or 
severely damaged. 

• Ski resorts were closed in the region, costing the industry £5 million for each day 
they were closed. 
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Task 1: 
Identify 2 primary and 2 secondary impacts of avalanches: 
 
Primary:_______________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

Secondary:_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 
Task 2: 
Using a named example, explain the impacts of avalanches on people and the environment. 

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 
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EP - What are the impacts of Avalanches? 
 
Tourism Mt Everest: 

• Nepal is a poor country – tourism is vital for the economy 
• The country has a rich culture and religious tradition 
• Best paying and longest staying tourists come to climb Mt Everest 
• Climbing is expensive – 7 climber‛s costs £50 000 (paid to the government) 
• Tourists provide income for local people. 10 000s people are employed as trekkers and mountaineers – a 

Sherpa who gets to the summit can make at least £1600 for 60 days‛ work – enough to support whole 
village 

• Tourism is destroying the environment – Everest is described as the highest rubbish dump in the world 
(discarded equipment, general rubbish) 

• Providing precious electricity and water for local people becomes very difficult when there are 10,000s 
of tourists and climbers demanding access to the same resources 

• The mountain is now very crowded – calls to restrict the number of tourists visiting 
• 50 tonnes of trash left in last 60 years (waste does not biodegrade due to low temps) 
• Pay $4000 deposit – refunded when you bring back trash 
• Every climber has to bring back 8kg of waste with them to reduce the impacts 

 
 
Advantages Disadvantages 

• The challenge of climbing the tallest 
mountain has brought many brave people to 
try and accomplish the dangerous goal Some 
have climbed the previous taller mountains 
and wish to do the greatest yet. 

• As more people want to climb, more Sherpa‛s 
are needed to guide them. This brings a high 
and steady employment rate for them. 

• Those lucky enough to climb up the top of 
Everest and survive the home trip can bravely 
say they have been at the top of the world. 
Many magazines and articles use these 
successful climbs to bring more tourists and 
climbers to the mountain. 

• Everest‛s growing popularity brings more 
people to the surrounding area, giving a lot of 
wealth and booming economy for Nepal, China 
and other countries. 

• Commercialised groups have more support, 
supplies and good guides, this ensures a safe 
trip to and from the summit. It also ensures 
that the trip will continue despite a death. 

• Some climbers who pay the hefty fee to 
climb the tallest mountain in the world do it 
for personal attention and to brag about the 
risks and dangers they went through. \the 
first climbers went to go to the top, nothing 
else. 

• The more climbers that climb the mountain, 
the more the land and ecosystem are 
destroyed. Trash fills the mountainside and 
glaciers are melting faster than ever. 
Deforestation is also occurring because of 
the demand for more shelter and supplies. 

• All the positive views of the mountain hide 
the huge chance of death. They lower the 
fear and danger of the tall mountain and 
some people who climb it don‛t see the 
problems. 

• As demand grows, people will charge more and 
more to balance things out. This will cause 
people to not want to climb the mountain 
because its way too expensive. 

• Despite the good supplies, the death of 
climbers won‛t stop commercialised 
expeditions to get out of attention. They 
have the stubborn ambition to keep going for 
the sake of popularity/ 
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Task: Evaluate whether tourism should still be allowed on Mt Everest. Justify your answer. 
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